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General terms and conditions 

30th International Conference on the History of Cartography (ICHC) 
"Confluences - Interdisciplinarity and New Challenges in the History of Cartography" 

organised by UMR 5600 Environnement Ville Société 
 
Audience  
The 30th International Conference on the History of Cartography - 30th ICHC "Confluences, 
Interdisciplinarity and New Challenges in the History of Cartography", hereinafter referred to 
as the "conference", is organised by the UMR 5600 Environnement Ville Société of the 
Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3. It is open to professionals (curators, librarians), lecturers and 
students, hereinafter referred to as "participants". Each participant certifies on his or her 
honour that he or she holds this position and sends the organiser the proof required for his or 
her rate. 
 
Prices and payment 
Validation of online registration for the conference implies acceptance of these general terms 
and conditions of sale. An acknowledgement of receipt is sent by email to the participant 
confirming their registration and the method of payment. 
The price including VAT is established in euros and validated by the President of the University. 
Payment is made online by credit card or bank transfer. The registration summary (document 
entitled "registration form") is sent to the e-mail address provided by the participant. It 
confirms the method of payment, the price chosen and the registration days. 
 
The registration fee includes access to the conference, which includes filmed presentations, 
poster presentations and participation in workshops according to the established programme. 
A certificate of attendance will be sent after the event to the email address provided. 
As part of the registration process, participants must provide their surname, first name, job 
title and a professional or institutional e-mail address. They must choose the rate that applies 
to them, attesting to this on their honour, and send the requested supporting documents to 
ichc2024@univ-lyon3.fr. 
 

Registration (including 10% VAT) Early Bird Full fee 
Attendee 5 days 320 € 400 € 
Attendee 1 day 80 € 100 € 
Student 5 days 100 € 150 € 
Student 1 day 20 € 30 € 
Remote access to main sessions only  120 € 
Accompagnying person 120 € 170 € 
Farewell dinner 88/95 € 

 
Prices vary according to the date of registration - an "early bird" option gives access to a 
preferential price. Prices also depend on the number of days of attendance, the status of the 
participant (confirmed or student) and the access arrangements. Payment can be made online 
at https://ichc2024.univ-lyon3.fr/ or by bank transfer to the following account (indicate 

mailto:ichc2024@univ-lyon3.fr
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ICHC2024 as the object of the transfer): SIRET N°: 19 69 243 77 00282 IBAN Code: FR76 1007 
1690 0000 0010 0433 460 

 
 
Cancellation, withdrawal  
All conference registrations are final and will not be reimbursed. In accordance with the 
provisions of the French Consumer Code, participants have 14 days from the date of 
registration to withdraw their registration. This withdrawal may be made by post or 
electronically, and the participant must keep proof of sending within the withdrawal period. 
However, in accordance with article L121-21-8 1° of the French Consumer Code, the right of 
withdrawal may no longer be exercised from the start date of the conference, even if 14 days 
have not elapsed since registration. 
If the participant is unable to take part in the conference for various reasons (connection 
problems, computer equipment, availability, etc.), no reimbursement will be made. Due to 
the health situation, only the organisers may take the initiative to cancel the conference. In 
this case, participants will be refunded their registration fee. 
 
Applicable law – jurisdiction 
The relationship between Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3 and the participant is governed by 
French law. Any dispute arising between the participant and the Université Jean Moulin Lyon 
during the execution of the contract will be submitted to the competent court. 
 
Protection of personal data 
The collection of information contained in the registration form constitutes the processing of 
personal data by Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3. Such processing is governed by the provisions 
of Act no. 78-17 of 6 January 1978, as amended, relating to information technology, files and 
civil liberties and by Regulation (EU) 2016/679 on the protection of personal data. The data is 
collected solely for the purpose of organising the conference, ensuring registrations and the 
payment of fees. Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3 is committed: 
- not to use this data for any purpose other than that stated above; 
- not to keep the data once it is no longer required for the purposes of organising registration 
for the conference; 
- to provide any person who so wishes with the information concerning them and, if necessary, 
to rectify or delete any information that proves to be incorrect. 
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In accordance with the French Data Protection Act of 6 January 1978, you have the right to 
access, rectify and delete information concerning you. In accordance with Regulation (EU) 
2016/679 on the protection of personal data, you also have the right to object, the right to 
erasure (the right to be forgotten), the right to limit processing and the right to portability. 
To exercise your rights or if you have any questions about the collection or processing of your 
personal data by Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3, you can contact the Data Protection Officer 
at dpd@univ-lyon3.fr or by post at 1C Avenue des Frères Lumière, CS 78242 LYON CEDEX O8. 
You may also, if necessary, lodge a complaint with the Commission Nationale Informatique et 
Libertés: www.cnil.fr. By registering online, participants certify that they have read and 
accepted the conditions set out above. They also certify that they have given their free and 
informed consent to the collection and processing of their personal data in accordance with 
the exclusive conditions set out above. 
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